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In this paper, we describe an approach to formal verification of parallel and distributive programs in C#. We use Microsoft Roslyn technique to get syntax and semantic information about interesting constructions in the real source code to generate some corresponding code in Promela language, designed to model actor-based interoperation systems, so we do a program-to-model transformation. Then, we verify the usual problems of parallel and distributive code by checking pre-defined LTL formulas for the model program. We are able to provide checking of data races, improper locking usage, possible deadlocks in distributive service interoperations using the Model Checking approach. This method can be used to construct a static analyzer for the .NET platform.
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1. Introduction

This work is dedicated to improving the quality of modern software which has parallel executable entities and acts as a distributive system or microservice. Such kind of systems can have tricky errors, just exposed in rare situations. It is usually impossible or very challenging to detect such errors by testing.

Formal verification methods were introduced to ensure the correctness and reliability of such type of program systems, to detect faults at the different stages of software development and maintenance to consistently reduce them.

We assume that the formal verification approach [1] should be applied here but it will be hard to understand by an ordinal software developer how to create different kinds of models to verify [2], so such techniques should be a transparent part of developing process, and additional checking should be integrated into a compiler or an IDE.

The problems of verification and creation of a verifying compiler are examples of the fundamental problems of modern programming that are in the progress of being solved.
In this paper, we deal with C# parallel programs and WCF services. We use Microsoft Roslyn technique to obtain the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) from C# input sources to generate a corresponding code in Promela modeling language intended to make further verification of the generated model code using SPIN verifier according to defined classes of possible parallel and distributive errors and generated requirements as LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) formulas.

2. Related Work

2.1. .NET and C# for parallel and distributed systems creation

C# is an industrial, type-safe, object-oriented modern language designed to develop applications running in the .NET Framework environment [3]. Using C#, developers can create general-purpose software including standard and universal desktop applications, mobile applications, web services, distributed components; client-server, database and web applications.

The C# programs run within the .NET Framework – an integrated Windows component that contains the Common Language Runtime (CLR) virtual system and a unified set of Base Class Libraries (BCL). The CLR is an implementation of the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) – an international standard, the foundation of execution and development environments with close interaction of languages and libraries. Novel platform implementation named .NET Core provides the developers with some abilities to create application not only for Windows platform, but also for Linux and Mac, and this implementation is even open-sourced [4].

Source code written in C# is compiled into the Intermediate Language (IL) following the CLI specification. IL code and resources, such as bitmaps and strings, are stored on disk in an executable file, called an assembly, with EXE or DLL extension.

The .NET platform and the C# language provide the ability to create distributed components or applications:

- Web API. The Web API is a RESTful HTTP web service that can interact with various components. These can be ASP.NET web-, mobile or regular desktop applications.
- WCF (Windows Communication Foundation). WCF provides a platform for building service-oriented (SOA) applications and implements a manageable approach to create web services and clients for them [5]. With WCF, developers can send data in the form of asynchronous messages from one service endpoint to another. The endpoint can be a part of a permanently available service hosted in IIS (a web-based Internet Information Services server) or represent a service hosted inside an application. Messages can be in
the form of a complex stream of binary data.

- .NET Sockets. Sockets are used to build traditional client-server applications. By connecting two sockets explicitly, the applications can transfer data between different processes, nodes or platforms.

In the current work, we model distributive interoperations only as WCF services and clients due to their high-level logical structure.

### 2.2. Roslyn

Roslyn [7] is a platform that provides the system developers with various powerful tools for analyzing and parsing .NET languages (mostly C#) code. The source code of this platform is freely available on MS GitHub account [6].

![Diagram of Roslyn](image)

**Fig. 1.** Retrieving data for analysis with Roslyn [8]

With the help of tools provided by the Roslyn platform, it is possible to perform a full syntax analyzes of the code by traversing all supported language constructs. The Visual Studio environment allows developers to create tools embedded in the IDE itself (as Visual Studio extensions) and independent applications on the basis of Roslyn.

When analyzing code with Roslyn tools, it is possible to get a list of files from a solution whose source code is being checked, to get the necessary entities for parsing (syntax model), and then to get access to the semantic model of the program after compiling it (Figure 1).

For a complicated analysis, it is necessary to obtain a syntax tree and a semantic model. A syntax tree is built from a program source code and is used to link various language constructs. A semantic model provides information about program objects and their types.

For every language structure, Roslyn defines corresponding type nodes. Moreover, for each
node type, a method in code can be defined that performs a crawl through the nodes of this type. Thus, by adding handlers to traverse of various nodes, we can analyze only the constructions of language we are interested in. An example tree for the expression \(a \ast = (b + 4)\) in syntax tokens is shown in Figure 2.

In addition, there exist "syntax trivia" – elements in the tree that will not be compiled into IL code, they are stands for some additional syntax information. This category includes comments, preprocessor directives, spaces, etc. Figure 3 shows a tree with extra syntax information for the expression \(a = b; //Comment\). This data can be possibly used for implementing additional processing for constructions as special comments, for example, it is a usual way to write control annotations for deductive verification approach now, as ACSL annotations for C programs to prove with Frama-C tool are written in C comments [9].
The semantic model in Roslyn provides useful information about objects and their types. It is a powerful source for building deep and complex analyzers. That is why it is essential to have a correct compilation and a correct semantic model.

2.3. Actor model

Today, the dominant way to programs creation is the imperative approach based on the general state (it is also used for C# programs). Very often, the code of such programs from the very beginning is written without considering the possibility of parallelization, and parallel actions occur in the code only when needed.

The actor model on the other side, "forces" the code to be parallel from the starting point. This model is a mathematical representation of parallel computing, which uses the concept of "actor" as a universal primitive. It was applied [10] as a basis for understanding the calculation using processes and as a theoretical basis for some practical implementations of parallel systems.

The basic idea is that the actor-based application is built from many lightweight processes called actors [11]. Each actor is responsible for one tiny task, so it is easy to understand what does it responsible for. Programs with more complex logic can be implemented as an interaction of several actors that are concurrently sending messages between each other.

So, the actor is a computational entity that, in response to a received message, can simultaneously:

- send a finite number of messages to other actors;
- create a finite number of new actors;
- select the behavior that will be used when processing the next received message.

It does not assume the existence of a specific sequence of the above-described actions and all of them can be performed in parallel. Separating the sender from the messages was a fundamental achievement of the actor model. Message recipients are identified by the address (PID, process identifier), which is sometimes called the mailbox address. Thus, an actor can interact only with those actors whose addresses it has, and it can extract addresses from received messages or know them in advance.

The most outstanding implementation of the actor model was made in Erlang language [12]. A rather popular implementation of this model is Akka library [13] for Scala.
2.4. Promela and SPIN

SPIN [14] is a utility for verifying the correctness of distributed software models. The abbreviation stands for Simple Promela INterpreter. This utility is used for automated verification of models, and it can also work as a simulator, executing one of the possible traces of a model of system behavior.

The SPIN system checks not the programs themselves, but their models. To build a model for an original parallel program or an algorithm, the engineer (usually manually) builds a representation of this program in the C-like input language, called Promela (Protocol MEta-LAnguage). This program in Promela language can be considered a model of the verified program. Promela language constructs are simple, they have clear and distinct semantics, which allows translating any program in this language into a transition system with a finite number of states for verification purposes. The requirements for the model are expressed in the language of LTL (Linear-time Temporal Logic) [15].

Input models in Promela are different from original verifiable programs, usually written in high-level programming languages. Promela programs do not have classes, and they represent a flat structure of interacting parallel processes, as we described in the actor model section (Figure 4), have a minimum of control structures, all variables have finite domains. Therefore, such a
program can be considered a model of the system being analyzed; it represents an abstraction of the original system, in which the engineer should reflect those aspects and characteristics of the real system that are very significant for the properties specified for the verification.

The system description is expressed in Promela language must preserve the essential properties of this system. It should be stressed that the resulting verification quality of Promela programs entirely depends on the degree of adequacy of the constructed model. The model construction process can be done manually or automatically, and in this paper, we present the ways of auto model generation based on the C# compiler information.

2.5. Existing solutions to do C# code verification

To check the C# programs statically, Microsoft Research offered a solution called Spec# (Specification Sharp) which extends C# language with constructs for non-null types, preconditions, postconditions, and object invariants [17]. With this solution, the developer should manually specify additional code to describe the program with special requirements in the form of logical predicates. Later, in [18] an embedded code contracts approach was presented, it became a part of the .NET platform, introducing annotations to the C# classes and ways to statically check the contracts assumptions while code writing and compiling from the IDE. It is intended to prove the program logic, and it is hard to check the interoperations with this approach.

MS Research has some trying to create a formal language to describe models with message passing, and in [19] Sing# language was presented as an extension to Spec# but the current state of the project is unclear and it seems they stopped developing and using it.

In [20] ISP RAS introduced an approach to do static analysis of C# programs based on the symbolic execution method with using advanced SMT solvers.

In [21] the PVS-Studio static analyzer for C, C++ and C# programs was described and its internal methods were discussed. It can detect some threading issues, and it uses Roslyn as a backend.

We can state that none of the described tools uses Promela and SPIN as a way to check the extracted models from C# input code. The analyzers can use Roslyn to obtain AST, but then they use own special techniques. None of the methods can verify distributed service interoperations.
3. Code Analysis and Model Generation

We consider here some algorithms for transforming syntax elements we are interested in the C# programs, to a Promela code according to our goals. Some ideas of it were given in our paper [22].

3.1. Ways of thread creation and its modeling

Consider some common ways to create parallel threads in C# language. Firstly, a thread can be created with the Thread class from the System.Threading namespace (Figure 5).

```csharp
var thread = new Thread(() => { });
thread.Start();

var threadWithParam = new Thread(param => { });
threadWithParam.Start(new object());
```

*Fig. 5. Creating Threads with the Thread Class*

This class is used to create two types of threads: parameterized and non-parameterized. Its constructor takes a delegate of type ThreadingStart or ParametrizedThreadingStart, explicitly or implicitly. In Figure 5, the parameter is passed as a lambda expression, which is implicitly reduced to the above types.

Also, a parallel code can run with the Task class from the System.Threading.Tasks namespace (Figure 6).

```csharp
Task.Run(() => { });

var task = Task.Run(() => "result");
```

*Fig. 6. Creating Threads with the Task Class*

Using classes from this namespace, one can create high-level thread types, taking advantage of thread-pooling. The static Run method accepts an Action type delegate with no parameter or Func delegate (from the System namespace), which can return a result. The method returns its result in the form of a new object of type Task, which represents the running task passed as the parameter.

Another method is the Parallel class from the System.Threading.Tasks namespace (Figure 7).
Fig. 7. Creating Threads with the Parallel Class

```csharp
Parallel.For(0, int.MaxValue, i => { });
Parallel.ForEach(new[] {1, 2, 3}, entry => { });
```

Also, we consider some methods are used to create parallel loop processing. The static For method takes as its parameters the initial value of the counter, the final value of the counter, and a parameterised delegate (of type Action) that handles the current value of the counter.

The static ForEach method takes as its parameters a collection that implements the typed IEnumerable<T> interface and a parameterized delegate (of type Action) that accepts the current collection element in the iteration.

Now consider modeling the interaction of threads in C# as Promela structures. For the simulation, we decided to use a separate Promela process for each running thread in C#. The interaction between threads, as well as the awaiting of their completion, are modeled by transmitting synchronization messages through Promela channels. The types of processes are described using the declaration with the `proctype` keyword [16]. Processes are always declared globally. Processes are started from other processes by the means of the `run` operator.

Later we describe a way to the code generation for this body from all the possible variants of parallel entity creation described in this section.

### 3.2. Analysis of the syntax, semantics and data flow of the C# programs and its modeling

Before starting the analysis of C# sources, it is necessary to construct a graph of method calls inside the program being analyzed. This graph will help:

- Firstly, detect calls of methods that trigger a new thread.
- Then determine the order of calls, starting from an arbitrary method to generate definitions in Promela before their use further.
- And as a result, switch to a pure interprocess communication model in Promela without calling intermediate methods.

Consider an example of a method call in C# (Figure 8).

We see, in order to find all method calls in the source code of the program, we need to find all nodes of the InvocationExpression type in its syntax tree.
To construct the graph, it is necessary to determine the relationship "which method is called from a which one". It is required for each method call to find a definition of its parent method or a lambda expression (Figure 9).

Moving up in the tree starting from a method call, we should find such a parent definition of the method or a lambda expression. This link will be an edge in the call graph.

We discovered that each node in the syntax tree has already defined hash code. Due to this, it is possible to use it as a unique value of a vertex in the graph without fear of the collisions occurrence between identical syntactic structures in the source code.

An example of the resulting call graph is shown in Figure 10.

The graph is acyclic, but it is not always connected. With further code generation on
Promela, acyclicity is easily removed when using the semantic model, since in this model the same characters have the same hash codes.

During the construction of the call graph, we can immediately determine which of the calls starts a new thread. For this, it is necessary to make a semantic analysis of the method call, setting some conditions:

- The name of the method that starts the thread.
- The type of object with which the method is called.
- If the method is not static, check, was the constructor called with the delegate of this thread object.

The first two conditions are checked using the appropriate properties of the method call symbol in the semantic model. To check the last condition, it is necessary to carry out an additional analysis:

- If a static method is called to start a thread, then check its argument, which must be a delegate.
- If the method is called immediately after the creation of the object, then analyze the child nodes of the call tree to check whether the constructor with the delegate was called.
- If the reference to the object was passed to a local variable, field or class property before calling the method, then we need to analyze the data flow of the parent method body,
delegate or class and link the local variable and the corresponding constructor call to the delegate, if any (Figure 11).

The Roslyn platform provides a number of useful classes to work with syntactic trees. One of them is the CSharpSyntaxWalker class, which implements the Visitor Design Pattern [23]. After inherited it, we can start a traversal through all syntactic nodes of the tree, simultaneously redefining the methods of visiting nodes of various types.

The idea of generating Promela code is precisely this crawling of the entire syntax tree of C# code with pre-determined methods for generating syntax nodes we need (Figure 12).
Now we proceed to describe some nodes processing.

Each traversal of the MethodDeclaration, ParenthesizedLambda and SimpleLambda nodes will create a separate unit to generate Promela code, which will do this for the remaining nodes which belong to each of these declarations. Also during the crawl, an entry point to the program will be selected, and it is becoming later as the initial state when generating the resulting code using the call graph.

When visiting nodes of the MethodDeclaration type, we provide an algorithm for generating code in Promela presented in Figure 13. If the declaration is a program entry point, then it is generated as the initial running process in Promela, otherwise as an inline function [24].

When generating declarations and calls in Promela, the hash codes of corresponding symbols from the semantic model are used for names, because the same symbols, unlike syntax nodes, have the same hash codes.

When visiting nodes of ParenthesizedLambda and SimpleLambda types, which are threads delegates, a graphical illustration of this Promela code generation algorithm is shown in Figure 14. Here for each delegate, a new, not yet started process is created.

When visiting nodes of the Invocation type, a Promela code generation algorithm is provided in Figure 15. If an invocation launches a new thread, then a call code is generated for a previously generated process corresponding to the delegate. Otherwise, an inline function call is generated.
When visiting nodes like IfStatement and ElseClause, an algorithm for generating code is provided in Figure 16. A non-deterministic control flow is generated in Promela both by the if condition and by the else alternative branch, since all the variants of possible executions as steps in the control flow are necessary for further verification.

When visiting nodes of type WhileStatement, an algorithm for generating code on Promela is provided in Figure 17. A non-deterministic control flow is generated on Promela both with the do(while) clause and with the break operator, which may be absent in the C# source code since we need all variants of the possible development of program behavior and due to Promela blocking guarded condition semantic [25].
new Thread(() => { }).Start();

run lambda_26543418();

ParseSomeData();

parseSomeData_24443212();

Fig. 15. Promela code generation for Invocation

if (args.Length > 0)
{
}
else
{

if
:: true -> {
    printf("args.Length > 0");
}
:: true -> {
    printf("else");
}
fi

Fig. 16. Promela code generation for IfStatement and ElseClause
while (counter > 0)
{
    counter--; 
}

doi
:: true -> {
    printf("counter > 0");
}
d:: true -> break;
}

Fig. 17. Promela code generation for WhileStatement
3.3. Thread waiting and its modeling

Figure 18 shows some possible ways to wait for threads termination in C# code.

```csharp
var thread = new Thread(_ => { });
thread.Start();
thread.Join();

var task = Task.Run(() => { });
task.GetAwaiter().GetResult();

var taskResult = Task.Run(() => "result");
var result = taskResult.Result;

var taskAsync = Task.Run(() => { });
await taskAsync;
```

Fig. 18. Ways to wait for threads in C#

When modeling of waiting for the completion of C# threads in Promela, we use message channels. For each child task, we create a separate message channel with a buffer size of 1. This buffer size is chosen so that the child processes should be executable when sending synchronization messages at the end of their work (computation body). The channel buffer size larger than 1 is redundant, since for each child process an individual channel is created, and the buffer size equals to 0 (the rendezvous channel) will make the child process impracticable if the parent does not want to wait for its completion.

Each child process sends a message according to a specific pattern to its message channel at the end of the execution. The parent process, in turn, can stop its execution by calling the receive statement from this channel along with the same pattern. Also, this process will resume its work as soon as a message from a finished child appears on the channel.

To cover all the considered ways of waiting for threads in C#, some additional rules for syntactic nodes of the InvocationExpression type are added using the similar pattern, that rules find calls to methods which trigger a new thread. Only method names and object types here should be changed, for example, the TaskAwaiter type and the GetResult method, or the Thread type and the Join method.

For code generation, following the scheme for simulating awaiting when generating definitions of new processes, we add an appropriate channel in front of them with the same hash code as the process, and then at the end of the process body, we generate a message send to this channel (Figure 19).
Task.Run() => { }).GetAwaiter().GetResult();

Fig. 19. Promela code generation to model the thread awaiting

mtype = { thread_is_done };

chan channel_43603258 = [1] of { mtype }

proctype lambda_43603258()
{
    channel_43603258 ! thread_is_done;
}

active proctype main_39530145()
{
    run lambda_43603258();
    channel_43603258 ? thread_is_done;
}
3.4. Blocking and its modeling

To model the blocking, we consider modeling operations with the Semaphore class due to the generality of the locking process with it. This approach can be extended to other synchronization primitives and patterns. Figure 20 shows some of the methods for accessing semaphores in C# language.

```csharp
var semaphore = new Semaphore(1, 1);
semaphore.WaitOne();
semaphore.Release();
```

*Fig. 20. Ways to create and use semaphores in C#*

When modeling a semaphore, we add a shared resource, in the form of a global variable, for which wait and release actions will be modeled.

When we proceed to await and resource capture modeling, we check the resource value, and when it is considered free, then we change this value. These two steps should be concluded in one indivisible operation. For this, we use the possibility of Promela language to wrap the code into an atomic block. When we model the release of a resource, we assign the value to the variable which is considered to be free and a possible blocked code in some different process can continue to run [22] (and it is a subject to do further checks of it).

To cover the methods of interaction with semaphores in C#, additional rules are added for syntactic nodes of the InvocationExpression type using a similar pattern we did for finding calls to methods that trigger a new thread. We should change only the method name and object type: the Semaphore type, the WaitOne and Release methods (Figure 21).
private static readonly Semaphore Semaphore = new Semaphore(1, 1);
private static void Main(string[] args)
{
    Semaphore.WaitOne();
    Semaphore.Release();
}

bool sem_63390070_blocked = false;
active proctype main_33639718()
{
    atomic {
        (sem_63390070_blocked == false) -> sem_63390070_blocked = true;
    }
    sem_63390070_blocked = false;
}

Fig. 21. Generating Promela code for C# Semaphore
3.5. Creating and using WCF services and its modeling

Figure 22 shows how to create and run a WCF service in C# code. The service here contains two things – a contract (an interface) and an implementation so that the service publishes the contract and clients can call its methods by using proxy-classes based on the contract interface.

```
[ServiceContract]
internal interface IService1
{
    [OperationContract]
    string GetData(int value);
}

[ServiceBehavior(ConcurrencyMode = ConcurrencyMode.Multiple)]
internal class Service1 : WcfService1.IService1
{
    public string GetData(int value) => string.Empty;
}

internal class Program
{
    private static void Main(string[] args)
    {
        var baseAddress = new Uri("http://localhost:8080/myservice");
        using (var host = new ServiceHost(typeof(Service1), baseAddress))
        {
            host.Open();
        }
    }
}
```

*Fig. 22. Creating and running a WCF service in C#*

Figure 23 shows how to create and use a WCF-service client. It connects to an endpoint where the service is operating and calls the service methods.

```
[System.ServiceModel.ServiceContract(ConfigurationName = "ServiceReference1.IService1")]
public interface IService1...

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerStepThrough()]
public partial class Service1Client...

internal class Program
{
    private static void Main(string[] args)
    {
        var binding = new BasicHttpBinding();
        var address = new EndpointAddress("http://localhost:8080/myservice");
        var client = new Service1Client(binding, address);
        client.GetData(0);
    }
}
```

*Fig. 23. A way to create and use a WCF client in C#*

When modeling the WCF services, here we consider two models – a single-threaded and a
multi-threaded server. In C# code both models are implemented by using special annotations (see "ConcurrencyMode=" in Figure 22), in Promela code we model them by generating code to communicate with the client process in the same server process or by using an additional one.

The single-threaded service runs in an infinite loop, receives a message from a client via a rendezvous service channel (buffer size is 0), and there is an indication of a method being called in this message. Then is made a comparison of the requested method with the pre-defined service contract and the execution of the resolved method in the same process which get requests. The multi-threaded service model is similar, except that each handle of the service method occurs in a separate process.

The client model is synchronous. It sends a message to the service channel with the name of the method being called. Then it waits for a response from the service on a separate rendezvous channel.

When generating the model code for the service, a search for the service contract (the interface to be implemented) is performed to generate the corresponding methods.

To determine the type of service, the ServiceBehavior attribute of the service class is analyzed. If the argument ConcurrencyMode is set to Multiple, then the multi-threaded model is generated (Figure 25), otherwise the single-threaded one (Figure 26).
Fig. 25. Generating Promela code for a multi-threaded WCF service in C#.

```csharp
var baseAddress = new Uri("http://localhost:8080/myservice");
//ConcurrencyMode = Multiple
using (var host = new ServiceHost(typeof(Service1), baseAddress))
{
    host.Open();
}

mtype = { getdata_1995207842 ];
chan iservice1_1995207842 = [0] of { mtype };
chan iservice1_1995207842_answer = [0] of { mtype };
proctype getdata_1995207842_handler()
{
    printf("getdata");
}

active proctype main_58400626()
{
    mtype service_message;
    do true -> {
        iservice1_1995207842 ? service_message;
        if :: service_message == getdata_1995207842 -> {
            run getdata_1995207842_handler();
            iservice1_1995207842_answer ! service_message;
        }
        fi
    }
    od
}
```

Fig. 26. Generating Promela code for a single-threaded WCF service in C#.

```csharp
var baseAddress = new Uri("http://localhost:8080/myservice");
//ConcurrencyMode = Single
using (var host = new ServiceHost(typeof(Service1), baseAddress))
{
    host.Open();
}

mtype = { getdata_1995207842 ];
chan iservice1_1995207842 = [0] of { mtype };;
chan iservice1_1995207842_answer = [0] of { mtype };
active proctype main_58400626()
{
    mtype service_message;
    do true -> {
        iservice1_1995207842 ? service_message;
        if :: service_message == getdata_1995207842 -> {
            printf("getdata");
            iservice1_1995207842_answer ! service_message;
        }
        fi
    }
    od
}
4. Verification of distributed system properties

The verification process includes the generation of model code, control variables and rules expressed in LTL, and then model checking (validation of the model correctness).

In this section, we show that by means of generating special control variables and simple LTL formulas, it is possible to model and check some distributed system properties. This process of generation applies to each needed construction as described in the previous section in code independently, so for a particular real program we generate and check different variables and Promela constructions and we do not need to generate complex formulas and structures – we verify the generated model program with respect to all the generated LTL formulas step by step.

4.1. Data race

```c
var localist = new List<double>();
Parallel.For(1, 100, _ => localist.Add(0));

mtype = { thread_complete ];
chan waiter_65946577 = [1] of { mtype }

bool var_458175731_modified = false;
int var_458175731 = 0;

ltl race_conditions_check {
    [] (!var_458175731_modified -> var_458175731 == 0) }

active proctype main_9369539()
{
    do
        true -> {
            run lambda_65946577();
        }
        true -> break;
    od
}

proctype lambda_65946577()
{
    var_458175731_modified = true;
    var_458175731++;
    var_458175731--;
    var_458175731_modified = false;
    waiter_65946577 ! thread_complete;
}
```

*Fig. 27.* A generated Promela code to check the data race using the example of a collection change
The data race problem is the change of object state from different processes (threads) simultaneously that can spoil the correct value of the object.

To model the change we create a pair of control variables `var_hashcode_modified = false` and `var_hashcode = 0`. The first is set to true before the object is changed, and then to false after the change. The object change itself is modeled using two consecutive operators to increment and decrement the second variable. When the code is correct, this variable should always remain 0.

Thus, data race verification here – is generating and checking the LTL rule (1).

\[
G(\neg var_{hashcode\_modified} \rightarrow var_{hashcode} == 0) \tag{1}
\]

It means "always now and in the future, from the fact that the variable does not change, it implies that its reference value is zero".

An example of generated Promela code to verify the correct changes of a collection object variable that implements the ICollection <T> interface is shown in Figure 27.

### 4.2. Improper blocking usage

When modeling a semaphore object, a global shared resource `sem_hashcode_blocked` is used, therefore, when verifying the usage of the semaphore we only need to generate the corresponding LTL rule in the form (2).

\[
G(sem_{hash\_code\_blocked} \rightarrow FG(\neg sem_{hash\_code\_blocked})) \tag{2}
\]

It means "always now and in the future, if the semaphore is locked, then once now or in the future it will be released forever".

Note that the rule is stronger than, for example, a rule \(G(sem_{hash\_code\_blocked} \rightarrow F(\neg sem_{hash\_code\_blocked}))\) because that semaphore object can be used multiple times and we need to ensure that the object finally is stay unlocked if it became locked.

An example of generated Promela code to check the use of a semaphore is shown in Figure 28.


4.3. Deadlock when accessing an WCF service in a microservice system

Microservices now is a popular concept for scalable [26] applications architectures. Services can act together to solve a huge task by dividing it into some small parts and providing message passing ability between the units. So, a WCF service can be considered as a microservice, if it acts as a service when it receives a task from a client and, in the same time, acts as a client to ask a different service in a chain to get some needed information to the task solving. However, in the chain of service calls, we can get a deadlock when we request a service which is waiting for some data from us. Deadlock can be checked as a liveness condition of the system.

When modeling the service call, we add a separate control variable `service_call_hash_code = false` before each call to the service method. After receiving a response from the service, we set its value to true.

To verify a deadlock when accessing a service, we generate the LTL rule in the form (3).

\[ F(service\_call\_hash\_code == true) \]  (3)

It means "once in the future a response from the service will be received" (Figure 29).

Using this type of paired constructions of assignments, we ensure that each call to a service function has the corresponding return due to the nature of synchronous calls in WCF. In a microservice chain it is usually hard to capture the logic of corresponding calls (after a call to a service there can exist an inner call to a different service and another next call to another
Fig. 29. Generated Promela code to check for a deadlock when accessing a WCF service

service and so on), and by expecting a call return for all calls we can check the correctness of the whole system and easily find a place where the integrity of the service calls might violate.

5. An example of generated model verification

Consider an example of starting and running SPIN verifier with a generated model and an LTL formula that checks it for the data race.

An example source code in C# and a corresponding generated model in Promela are shown in Figure 30.

Figure 31 shows the result of the verification signaling the violation of the absence of data race condition.

Since the verifier found a counterexample, we can build a call trail containing it in the simulation mode with SPIN (Figure 32).
```java
public static readonly List<int> Globallist = new List<int>();
private static void Main(string[] args)
{
    AddToList(0);
    AddToList(0);
}
private static void AddToList(int value)
{
    Task.Run(() => Globallist.Add(value));
}

int mtype = { thread_complete };;
chan awaiter_66898905 = [1] of { mtype }
bool var_31747823 modified = false;
int var_31747823 = 0;
ltl race_conditions_check {
    [] (!var_31747823_modified -> var_31747823 == 0)
}
active proctype main_20561848()
{
    run lambda_66898905();
    run lambda_66898905();
}

proctype lambda_66898905()
{
    var_31747823_modified = true;
    var_31747823++;;
    var_31747823--;;
    var_31747823 modified = false;
    awaiter_66898905 ! thread_complete;
}
```

*Fig. 30.* Generated source code for checking the race condition
Fig. 31. Verification result indicating the violation of the absence of data race condition

Fig. 32. Counterexample in the simulation mode
6. Conclusion

As the result of the work, we created a possible extension of the C# language compiler toolset for the formal verification of parallel and distributed applications, which:

- transforms a C# program into an actor model in Promela;
- creates control variables;
- generates LTL formulas for checking:
  - deadlocks;
  - data races;
  - synchronization errors;
- verifies the generated model according to the generated rules.

The aim of the paper was not to create a complete solution for proving parallel and distributed software, we just wanted to show a possible method that uses AST C# code model to Promela model transformation, generates LTL formulas and checks them with the SPIN verifier.

The process is based on analyzing Roslyn structures of full C# grammar programs. The results can be used in static checkers to prove some properties of sophisticated code.

The method we used can be a bridge from real programs to its formal models with the automatic transformation between them.
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